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Abstract

Foucault inquires into many of the social and political structures of his time not only by openly
critiquing them, but by writing in a fashion that is anything but devoid of style. This is significant in
understanding his work and the implications of his work in dialog. The research being done is to explore
how Foucault used dialog to demonstrate power over and throughout series of thought like Marxism and
Structuralism. After investigating these thoughts and the use of words to portray these ideas, there will
then be a comparison to how word structure influences current systems of thought and politics in today's
society. While it is not currently definitive until there is a real understanding of how Foucault makes his
ideas unique, comparing his critique of former events to those occurring today is where the research
becomes significant. This paper will aim to dissect current policy and speeches with the same or similar
algorithms that Foucault used to understand policy of his time. It will search to understand how certain
speech patterns display power and simplicity/complexity

over people's understanding ofthem.
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Introduction

Foucault rejected structuralist systems and in doing so developed theories about
power and social interaction that can be used to understand the way in which power is
manipulated in and projected through linguistics. Foucault wrote books for the experience
of the writing, he wanted to develop and articulate something new each time, not explain
something he previously understood (Foucault, p. 27). Literature creates a paradigm shift
and is the only way of really understanding and creating change according to Foucault.
Language in literature allows one to transcend typical structures, create alternative
worlds, and as a result of those combined efforts, discover a new way of "seeing and
experiencing" (Okasala, p.81-82). To surpass classical methods of thinking Foucault
developed the ideas of cognito and unthought. Unthought is the reflection, it is a method
in englightenment. Cognito, is the indefinite process of thought, and the way in which
Foucault defines it, it contradicts with other theorists. He identified both as the most
productive techniques for reflecting where subjectivity becomes prevalent and
enlightenment can begin to be reflected upon (Okasala p. 62). Words are a powerful tool
in this process, and as Foucault goes on to describe with phonemonology, he says:
What it touches it immediately causes to move: it cannot discover the
unthought, or at least move towards it, without immediately bringing it
near to itself - or, even, perhaps, without pushing it further away, and in
any case without causing man's own being to undergo change that by very
fact, since it deploys the distance between them.
(Foucault, The Order of Things, p. 327)
Here Foucault describes the process of enlightenment. Upon reaching the stage of
unthought or cognito an individual reaches the ability of exceeding common thought.
They no longer think in terms and concepts confined to the norms, they develop a higher
level of understanding beyond the control of other human thought. This causes a frantic
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process in which the search for more is drawn by the strength of projected thoughts. The
process appears centrifugal in that once one sets out for further discovery, discovery pulls
in more and redefines itself. Foucault finds this of immediate importance because it is
believed that there is no other way to surpass the common thought and system, a feat
necessary for educated social interaction.
Foucault uses this analysis of common sources and truth to break free from the
conforms of structuralist systems. His analysis aimed to separate existing power and
develop new templates (Deacon, p. 163). To even view whether a power source is wrong
or right, or the premise of how it exists, one must understand other power structures.
There would be no way of comparing or contrasting without a fuller understanding of the
world we exist in now and the possibility of other worlds. Literature and linguistics serve
as the primary medium for expressing and developing these ideas. While withholding this
belief, it is easy to see why Foucault did not set out to write books about existing theories
and concepts, but rather to expand the general idea of knowledge itself. Through each
book he discovers something new and in doing so molds his opinion so. In describing
power Foucault is often observed as self-contradicting,

seeing no viable definition and

yet he attempts to describe it himself. Conversely, to discover the indefinite persona of
power Foucault himself had to develop the multitude of possibilities and capabilities only
to then understand that they were indefinite.
Foucault does attempt many times to describe power, however many of those
explanations

conclude

with the idea that power is omnipresent

and continuously

evolving, and thus cannot be confined by human juncture. His fascination with the aura
of power though, manifests itself in language. He is able to describe the work of power
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within human interactions. The methods for which power is administered and shifted is as
fluid as Foucault's explanation in the development of thought described before. How a
person understands power can have an impact on the power they hold, but again, because
of its varying form of power it can be just as easily shifted to another entity.
To fully understand the impact of power on language there are features one must
understand about the theories of Foucault. It is essential to grasp what Foucault sees
power as, not defined, but in an outlined and abstract description. There is also a direct
correlation between knowledge and power, and how they influence one another through
interactions. Changing the input of information changes the relationship of power, and
how we communicate this linguistically is how the forces of power interact. This power
defines these relationships and thus the relationships also define power in a web of
reciprocal interactions. The affects of this process can also be observed in the political
and social structures of Western culture. To aid in the understanding of these
relationships each element will be described in comparison to a portion or portions of
speeches by United States political leaders.
To understand both Foucault's explanation of power, how it works, and what this
means in terms of linguistic challenges the essay will progress as follows. The power of
Foucault will be explained in terms of what it is, how it works, and how it moves. To
understand the movement, the essential issue of knowledge will then be assessed.
Understanding power in terms of knowledge can aid in its movement, although it cannot
determine it. This leads to the next idea that language is important in deciphering power.
As Foucault would write to discover power, we can also observe power in others writing
(or rather prepared speeches). This movement of power identifies relationships. These
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can be relationships between people, organizations, and other concepts. The relationships
are often defined by language, something incredibly identifiable in Western language
patterns. So finally, and throughout, these concepts will be outlined in terms of Western
perspective.
Two speeches will be used as examples throughout this piece to aid m
understanding not only how power can be expressed and administered, but also to
understanding its quickly changing nature. The first speech will be that delivered by
former President George W. Bush following nine days after the historical attacks in New
York city on September 11th, 200l. This speech was delivered at a time in which, what
seemed to be the undefeatable strength and power of the United States was unpredictably
stripped in a matter of moments and how the power of some strategically chosen words
can aid in restoring some of that power. In addition this same speech provides power
structures for the former President that can be examined and critiqued to possibly explain
shifts in power as directed by public perception and uncontrollable means.
The second speech is that delivered by President Barack Obama, m Berlin,
Germany before he was elected president. Here he stands as a Presidential candidate
expressing his own need to achieve power along with what has brought him to where he
stood that day (much of which was reliant on the possible and favorable shifts of power).
This speech is almost chosen as a direct opposite of that delivered by Bush. It is an
interaction between President Obama, the power rotations that have brought him to a
leadership role, and the linguistic choices he makes in order to hopefully gain public
favor, and in tum the power of a nation. In retrospect this speech also allows the reader to
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identify linguistic concepts that in modem Western culture assist in shifting the entity of
power into the reigns of an individual (no matter how indefinitely it may remain there).

Power to Foucault

Foucault was firm on the belief that power was an untamable entity. It was merely
a piece of human interaction that flows freely and is influenced by all sources both
internal and external of human capabilities. No person can indefinitely hold power, but
could grasp onto it hoping that an external event or circumstance would not strip it away.
When evaluating Marx, Foucault comments, "power doesn't explain everything, it is
something to be explained" (Foucault, 148). If it cannot explain all events than no person
can clearly identify and control its existence, they can only describe its progress and
attempt to manipulate it. When former President Bush was faced with explaining to the
American people the events of September 11th he said:
All of America was touched on the evening of the tragedy to see
Republicans and Democrats joined together on the steps of the Capitol
singing "God Bless America." And you did more than sing. You acted, by
delivering $40billion to rebuild our communities and meet the needs of
our military.
(former President Bush transcript, p.I-2)
He had no way of explaining the events that unfolded, but rather to maintain the idea that
America still had power preceding it, he described their response to event as though no
matter the circumstance they could not be stripped of their power. He brings together the
strength of their words and through song, and then identifies the force of their efforts by
collective money to reprimand the situation (and thus attempt to restore power and
security). Power however is a much more vast entity than is quantifiable and physically
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mobile and thus the efforts put forth on September 11thdid little to make Americans feel
as though they had regained power as much as they attempted to verbally restore it.
Power is also described as a unit that cannot be defined, but rather, should be
developed into a theory (Nilson, p.65). It is not something that can be given, taken, or
restored. In our best efforts as human beings, at least according to Foucault, our words
can claim power, the movement of power itself however is entirely independent of our
control (as displayed by President Bush's struggle to reclaim it). This moment, that which
took place on September

n",

is almost the identifiable moment in which Americans

were made aware ofthis reality.
Americans have known surprise attacks, but never before on thousands of
civilians. All of this was brought upon us in a single day, and night fell on
a different world, a world where freedom itself is under attack.
(former President Bush transcript, p. 2)
Foucault himself could not have better described America's reaction that day within the
grasp of power. It took the unthought, or rather lack of experience and ability to conceive
that it could occur, for America to be forced into the path of enlightenment where they
could discover new realms of thought and the idea that power shifts uncontrollably.

In

order to visualize this realm the structure of their own had to be surpassed. The same
process Foucault used to describe the path to enlightenment is conceptualized here, only
in a practical application.
Power here cannot be held or moved by plausible venues. As described in the
book, Fabricating Foucault by Deacon, power originates from something other than itself
(p.165). While people will describe how events happen and whom the blame should be
awarded they have no way of solving issues of fear.
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By sacrificing human life to serve their radical visions, by abandoning
every value except the will to power, they follow in the path of fascism,
Nazism, and totalitarianism. And they will follow the path all the way to
where it ends in history's unmarked grave of discarded lies. Americans are
asking, "How will we fight and win this war?"
(former President Bush transcript, p. 4)
In terms of power they can measure it after it has happened, but they have no way of
generating it to remove the impact it has on them. In its most basic understanding, it is an
intangible entity with changing rules (Nilson, p. 65). While in this, American's can
understand the damage that the events of that day had on them, they have no means for
changing the impact it has on them and their relationship to the rest of world.
While the feelings of power may influence individuals to believe that they can
hold power, power itself repeatedly demonstrates that it is uncontrollable. People do not
hold it, it shifts depending on current forces (Danaher, p.73). Former President Bush
repeatedly attempts to describe how Americans are taking control of the situation (via
prayer, song, and donation), but he also continues to acknowledge the undeniable feelings
understood by this nation have been forever impacted now that they have seen the
possibility of unpredictable and uncontainable forces. The next piece of his speech can
best be described only by understanding the events that unfolded afterward.
We will direct every resource at our command - every means of
diplomacy, every tool of intelligence, every instrument of law
enforcement, every financial influence, and every necessary weapon of
war - to the destruction and to the defeat of the global terror network.
(Former President Bush transcript, p. 4)
While he makes all these claims and demands that other countries comply to our demands
(so we may again regain power), but after years of looking for the man labeled
responsible (Osama bin Laden) nothing changed for Americans. He was not found, and
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the feelings of Americans, while possibly delighted if his powers were removed, would
still not have regained the concept that their own world was infallible.
On September 11th, when terrorists struck the World Trade Center Americans
could do nothing but begin to understand the

unpredictable motions of power. As a

nation that has not felt war on its own soil for decades, people were forced to understand
that forces had changed the power dynamic that had once guaranteed them safety. As
former President Bush (in transcript) stated in his speech after the event:
Tonight, we are a country awakened to danger and called to defend
freedom. Our grief has turned to anger and anger to resolution. Whether
we bring our enemies to justice or bring justice to our enemies, justice will
be done.
p. 1
People's emotions and feelings changed as the forces of external powers changed the
relationship of power to Americans. Bush describes the changing feelings along with the
sentiment that there are options to respond and that these options are indefinite (either
Americans will respond to its enemies or vice versa), and he is entirely right in leaving
this response vague. The forces that will dictate either are unpredictable and minutely
affected by internal influence. This returns the idea that power is developed (not inherent)
and continues to develop. As presented by the events, it was not just the general concept
of America's power that was changed, but many political leads like President Bush found
themselves reevaluating their abilities as their own power was stripped or rearticulated.
In addition to the obvious issues that President Bush faced in commenting on the
event and attempting

to identify power as an item to be reallocated

by definable

measures, he also sees power as a single body. He references the power of America as
being restored as if actions themselves could rebuild the impact that September 11th had
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on people. Power does not have a single identity, but rather a strategy based situation
(Game of Truth, p. 64). The events that unfolded demonstrated how power is an
adaptable entity that reacts dependent on the condition of surrounding events. Within the
realms of power it is not one event, one person, or one idea that impacts the power in a
relationship, rather it takes a pool of these things to change the circumstance in one
direction or the other.
In understanding relationships it becomes apparent that power is inevitable. There
is a constant shift in people's conceptual understanding. Power is consistent process that
is self compelling. People play active roles in the world and are influenced by its forces
(Falzon, p. 45). In one of Barack Obama's first speeches as a presidential candidate he
describes his climb to success and how his parents helped him achieve the
accomplishments he has reached today.
At the height of the Cold War, my father decided, like so many others in
forgotten corners of the world, that his yearning - his dream - required the
freedom and opportunity promised by the West. And so he wrote letter
after letter to universities all across America until somebody, somewhere
answered his prayer for a better life.
(President Barack Obama transcript, p. 1)
They (his parents) worked with their own forces in hopes that other forces would
combine to ultimately arrive in a situation that creates a sense of power and opportunity
in life. Their efforts however could not be guaranteed and it was only with relentless
effort that some force came in response. An external force, the response of a university,
was not inevitable and it was only with this unpredictable source that things continued in
the favor of his father.
This same interaction describes the unavoidable complexity of power in
relationships. There is a certain complexity that exists in all dialogical encounters
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(Falzon, p. 47). It took all the internal and external forces to shift the power of the West
to the doorstep of a man in an impoverished and disadvantaged country. It took that
man's determination, the vast array of letters sent, the university that finally responded,
and the concept of Western culture that those disadvantaged have the right to an
education and the expanse of knowledge. For the same reasons power relationships are
everywhere because they originate from everything (Deacon, p. 166), and are deeply
rooted in every social tier of communication (p. 167). Within every piece of human
understanding a power is apparent no matter how minimal.
Within the same general concept, the September 11th speech given by former
President Bush presents the movement of power within relationships. His speech in
particular however outlines how power never achieves what it sets out to do in these
relationships (Danaher, p. 77). This is not demonstrated in a quote, however but by
President Bush and America's response to the situation. While the terrorists had set out to
build a powerful relationship above Americans with the constant ability to inflict fear, the
event instead unified Americans. The event was intended to devastate the American
public, and while this may have been a piece of the event, it was only one piece in a
much larger picture. As Foucault would explain, "power never achieves what it sets out,
or claims, to do" (Danaher, p. 77). It acted as a binding force for patriotism. The force
that terrorists sent out to be solely destructive returned not just for their purpose, but one
that set war back on them and united a front of Americans who choose to stand against
the injustice not as victims, but as survivors.
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Knowledge and Power

Through events, resources and knowledge are accumulated. With these events, as
with President Bush's response to the events of September

u" history becomes the only

foundation for which knowledge can be accumulated (Foucault on Freedom). This
knowledge is what enables people to understand power and react. For President Bush,
this meant that there was no way he could prepare himself or the American people for the
mindset that would be completely reversed by historical events until they unfolded. It was
only with the knowledge that they had happened could he and the public develop any
understanding of the power that existed. For Present Obama's father it was the
knowledge of power as defined during times of war the he began to understand the
powerful advantage of a Western education.
This creates the reciprocal relationship of power based with the knowledge that is
being exchanged. Power dominates people, but knowledge - that is, the truth - sets
people free (Danaher, p. 63). President Obama's speech in Berlin describes this power in
a less direct form.
In this world, such dangerous currents have swept along faster than our

efforts to contain them. That is why we cannot afford to be divided. No
one nation, no matter how large or powerful, can defeat such challenges
alone. None of us can deny these threats, or escape responsibility in
meeting them. Yet, in the absence of Soviet tanks and a terrible wall, it has
become easy to forget this truth. And if we're honest with each other, we
know that sometimes, on both sides of the Atlantic, we have drifted apart,
and forgotten our shared destiny.
(President Barack Obama transcript, p. 2)
Here Obama accentuates the necessity to be aware and knowledgeable and then
reprimands the public for drifting away from this need for knowledge, and in tum the
ability to hold (or attempt to hold) the forces of power. This excerpt display's President
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Obama's understanding that knowledge is the first step towards swaying the motions of
power in America's favor.
Knowledge is a facilitating step in achieving the favor of power, however due to
its unstable nature it is constantly changing. The social fields are interacting on unstable
networks (Falzon, p.4S), and creating complex dialogical networks (p.47). President
Obama reflects this concept in his speech when he talks about the power of the people of
Berlin historically.
But in the darkest hours, the people of Berlin kept the flame of hope
burning. The people of Berlin refused to give up. And on one fall day,
hundreds of thousands of Berliners came here, to Tiergarten, and heard the
city's mayor implore the world not to give up on freedom. "There.is only
one possibility," he said. "For us to stand together united until this battle is
won ... The people of Berlin have spoken. We have done our duty, and we
will keep doing our duty. People of the world: now do your duty... People
ofthe world, look at Berlin!"
(President Obama transcript, p. 1)
Here President Obama and the voices of Berlin are crying to be heard. They want the
greater public to understand the power of knowledge. With the knowledge of freedom
and the aid of undeliverable external forces (as to say they could not be handed to Berlin,
but self-generating) Berlin achieved freedom. Itself (freedom) being an immeasurable
vast power, that displayed by its own history, can be just as easily removed by external
forces. The call for knowledge set forth here puts Berlin and President Obama closer to
keeping the power of Berlin within its own reigns.
As a result ofthe previous situation it should also seem logical through Foucault's
progression of thoughts that with the input of knowledge, the relation of power changes
as well (Deacon, p. 167). President Obama attempts to change the power of America with
the knowledge he has gained from Berlin's experience.
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Yes, there have been differences between America and Europe. No doubt,
there will be differences in the future. But the burdens of global
citizenship continue to bind us together. A change of leadership in
Washington will not lift this burden. In this new century, Americans and
Europeans alike will be required to do more - not less. Partnership and
cooperation among nations is not a choice; it is the one way, the only way,
to protect our common security and advance our common humanity.
(President Obama transcript, p. 2)
Here the President acknowledges with his own understanding that, while there are
differences, being aware of others' historical experience gives American's their own
knowledge to conduct themselves in a way which will, with any effect, influence their
own (power) dynamic globally. Knowledge is power to President Obama throughout this
speech, and he understands that the more knowledge that is input the more likely the
power will result as an output. Without that knowledge the success of American power is
far less likely. Foucault would see the relationship as constantly changing depending on
current forces, and as America stood and is still standing in economic depression the
input of knowledge has the ability to act as a changing force if combined with other
external forces. The more knowledge is relinquished as a force, the more power it gains,
and the less information is provided, the less force is provided for power.

The Importance of Language and Power

The use of speeches here makes it apparent that in addition to knowledge
Foucault also saw language as a significant component in the motion of power. Within
the chaos that surrounds the pursuit of knowledge and the path of enlightenment,
language serves as the medium for directing these thoughts in an orderly fashion.
Foucault describes this relationship in his book, Les Mots et Les Choses, where he says:
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The whole curiosity of our thought now resides in the question: what is
language, how can we find a way around it in order to make it appear in
itself, in all its plentitude ... "
Rajchman, p. 11-12
Here, he describes not only the ability of language to solidify ideas, but also the difficulty
in doing so. Language has infinite ability, as Foucault saw it as the means for expressing
knowledge, enlightenment,

and as a result, power, but formulating it to complete these

tasks is an entirely different struggle. Power is a fluid source that is easily moved or
removed dependent on speech patterns. Both speeches given by former President Bush
and President Obama search to gain some type of power in their dialogue.
In President Bush's September 11th speech he continuously aims to assemble the
combination

of words that will, at the very least verbally, change the sentiment of

Americans as a nation that even in the reluctant shift of power, will grasp some aspect of
its essence to maintain solidarity. He formulates his speech not only as descriptive of the
current circumstance, but as a call to action.
The hour is coming when America will act, and you will make us proud.
This is not, however, just America's fight. And what is at stake is not just
America's freedom. This is the world's fight. This is civilization's fight.
This is the fight of all who believe in progress and pluralism, tolerance and
freedom.
(former President Bush transcript, p. 5)
He makes the significant action against America a generalized entity, as to suggest that it
is not just our power that is weakened as a nation, but rather everyone's power. He
reduces the impact of the situation by making it as though American's are not the only
people who have lost something by this event. It is phrased as if a shift has occurred that
takes power from all by weakening their structure.
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President Obama uses the same concepts of generalization in extending his power
as an individual to the nation. He continues to broaden his audience as he speaks to
include all people and relate all our (all people's) causes to one single cause.
People of Berlin - and people of the world - the scale of our challenge is
great. The road ahead will be long. But I come before you to say that we
are heirs to a struggle for freedom. We are people of improbable hope.
Let us build on our common history, and seize our common destiny, and
once again engage in that noble struggle to bring justice and peace to our
world.
President Obama transcript, p. 3
He repeatedly uses words like our and we to group people together. In doing so the aim is
to keep the audience from differentiating themselves from one another. This is the last
piece of his speech and it serves to unite for the cause and call to action in a similar way
that Bush approached reaching diverse publics.
The other important aspect of language that Foucault focuses on is the
considerable role that symbolism has in language. In speeches this can be identified by
the clever use of word placement and metaphors. For Foucault this also meant that
language was not just a science, putting together pieces to form a solid idea, but a
medium for knowledge (Okasala, p.37) And as expressed before knowledge and power
are ever changing and evolving, consequently language must flex and mold to
communicate these changes. As commented on in Foucault on Freedom, "He claims that
the unity of a discursive formation is not defined by a unity of any of its elements, for
example, its objects or themes, but rather by the rules that govern the formation of its
statements and objects" (p.37). Foucault did not see sentences as words that could be
assembled to create meaning, because each word is symbolic of meaning reliant on the
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current condition, and thus sentences are assembled of structures. Each word stands as a
symbolic structure of something much larger than its semi-material self.
These symbolic structures can be found in both physical and metaphysical
manifestations. Berlin proves to be the optimum place to give a speech that intertwines
both for President Obama. In describing the physical circumstance he used the following:
On that day, much of this continent still lay in ruin. The rubble of this city
had yet to be built into a wall. The Soviet shadow swept across Eastern
Europe, while in the West, America, Britain, and France took stock of
their losses, and pondered how the world might be remade.
President Obama transcript, p. 1
Here the physical wall that gets assembled stands symbolically for the rift between
people. The shadow of the Soviet put the minority in darkness and renders them disabled.
Simultaneous to this other nations rise on the pieces, or rather the misery to emotionally
and physically rebuild. He continues this vivid symbolism again while describing the
wall, but the terminology he uses to describe the circumstances becomes the forefront of
meaning. He uses terms that are loaded with religious and heavy understanding.
So history reminds us that walls can be tom down. But the task is never
easy. True partnership and true progress requires constant work and
sustained sacrifice. They require sharing the burdens of development and
diplomacy; of progress and peace. They require allies who will listen to
each other, learn from each other and, most of all trust each other.
President Obama, transcript p.2
There are several words here worth taking notice of; sustained sacrifice, burdens,
diplomacy, progress, peace, and trust. Each word alone can be assumed to have a general
definition, but within the circumstance of politics, foreign relationships, religion, and
diverse publics they take new form.
Sustained sacrifice in religious perspective

IS

incredibly important to

understanding and the construction of positive relationships. In politics it is often
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assumed as the necessary evil in achieving something greater and pushing forth to the
next step. Both of these meanings are symmetrical with the term burdens used.
Diplomacy is perhaps the most loaded word of them all reaching different levels for
every context and different among every individual. Here, in Berlin, where government is
a changing entity of power (positive or negative) and with each shift it takes on new
importance to its people. Progress is the more quantifiable measure of government and
social interaction, but in itself is entirely vague unless compared to other means. Peace
and trust end this segment and assembled together mean much more than had they been
conveyed alone. Following the other words they mean support and understanding on
religious, social, and governmental understanding. When each of these items combines
they form to a stable symbol of unity (one which people have only almost recently
achieved). Alone, they stood for the chaos of shifting power. Here the words stand as
physical pieces to the structure and their symbolic meaning serves on a metaphysical
level to deliver messages of knowledgeable and enlightened understanding.
Foucault developed another argument for this symbolism that makes language an
even more complex structure. He does not differentiate between these physical words and
their metaphysical understanding. Instead, as described in Foucault on Freedom, "he does
not claim that there exists two separate ontological levels, the network of scientific
discourses, on the one hand, and the conditions that form it, on the other" (p.35). The
scientific processes would be the grammar, words and predictable arrangements and the
conditions would be the individual symbolism that each word carries. Instead these ideas
have intertwined meaning. They cannot be separated from one another, but rather
combine to create the product. This was touched on in the previous example where each
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word was placed in a sequence that had an impact on the meaning of the next word
(peace and trust meant nothing without the understanding that sacrifice and diplomacy
came first). Divided, these words have no greater potential, but together they create
meaning. This meaning is brought on by knowledge and aids in the shifting of power.
It cannot be stressed enough that language is not necessarily language and speech,
but practice (Okasala, p. 37). How sentences are assembled is not important in
comparison to the structures that are assembled in doing so. Language is developed not
on "laws or formal principles" but how things are related to one another (Okasala, p. 37)
As President Obama assembles these formal rules and principles he pays more close
attention to the way in which he is combining structures. Often words are grouped
together and/or placed in a particular sequence that gives them a more strengthened
meaning. In doing so he aims to shift the perspective on power and view it as though
collectively we as a people have the ability to manipulate it. While he explains the
external forces that dictate change he also brings knowledge to people (describing the
impact of past events and what this means globally) as a tool for influencing the power
that mayor may not be shifted (depending on social action) tomorrow. As a speaker he
takes many if not all of the elements that Foucault describes in attempting to enlighten his
publics.

The Defining Power of Relationships

The aspect to note in Foucault's perspective on relationships, is that power is
always shifting, and that understanding (through knowledge) that movement,
relationships are consistently redefined and that these rearticulations are developed best
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through literature and language. As demonstrated here American politicians use this
understanding of power and language to create their arguments by the most effective
means. Power is an inherent element of all relationships (as documented by many social
sciences). Within Foucault's work this means more so that power dictates the nature of
these relationships more so than these relationships have their own ability to dictate
power. Outside/External forces drive this power and with each shift relationships are
generated, changed, and eliminated.
Foucault focused a great deal on class, as he often used his enlightenment to break
the norms of confining political and social structures. The individual roles people play do
not affect power, rather a series of relationships do (Nilson, p.65). This could explain
why political leaders realize that their perspective alone cannot create a change but rather
they need a call to action that will move a large public and multiple relationships. It can
also be used to identify why language, what Foucault sees as the outlet for these power
shifts (because without language there is no enlightenment, and without enlightenment
there is no shift in power), is not scientific but rather symbolic, as its relationship to itself
is constantly changing.
President Obama, as previously mentioned creates relationships between words
that are valuable, but he also defines relationships among people to signify the power of
unifying those forces.
We know they have fallen before. After centuries of strife, the people of
Europe have formed a Union of promise and prosperity. Here, at the base
of a column build to mark victory in war, we meet in the center of Europe
at peace. Not only have walls come down in Berlin, but they have come
down in Belfast, where Protestant and Catholic found a way to live
together; in the Balkans, where our Atlantic alliance ended wars and
brought savage war criminals to justice; and in South Africa, where the
struggle of a courageous people defeated apartheid.
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President Obama transcript, p. 2
President Obama makes reference to the benefits that unified relationships have brought
to nations and the powerful external and internal effect that this has had on people as a
result. He talks about centralizing these relationships (making them all interact with one
and other) and the progress this has aided in destroying the negative powers that existed,
or as Foucault would see it; as breaking the social norms to create an enlightened state of
being.
The way relationships develop is entirely variable and is similar in nature to the
way in which power rotates between them (Giles Deleuze, 89). The way power, within
relationships

,varies is dictated by language. When delivering

speeches there is an

obvious sense of power directed by the individual giving the speech. When former
President Bush tried to put America at ease he used the word "we" repeatedly, however
as he ended his speech he began to take personal responsibility.
I will not forget the wound to our country and those who inflicted it. I will
not yield, I will not rest, I will not relent in waging this struggle for
freedom and security for the American people. The course of this conflict
is not known, yet its outcome is certain. Freedom and fear, justice and
cruelty, have always been at war, and we know that God is not neutral
between them.
Former President Bush transcript, p. 7
Former President Bush uses the word "I" to describe the responsibility of the events as if
he is taking on the burden of the events and the power of the situation back into his own
abilities. In addition he uses the relationships between "freedom and fear, justice and
cruelty" and attempts to remove their power by inserting the power of God as a protector
the American morale. With each of these descriptions he attempts to vary the relationship
that September 11th instilled upon the public and reclaim it a controlled situation in which
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he will stand to make things his own. Foucault would identify this as a situation in which
a person believes that they hold power. Conversely though the events that unfolded that
day showed how quickly that relationship can vary because no individual has the ability
to hold power, and this may explain why people had such poor reactions to President
Bush's lack of control.

Western Culture and Language

Foucault described the relationship between language and Western culture as
incompatible and had two ways of describing the format for which language was used to
respond to change: (1) Influence and interest taken in the problem, and (2) level of
explanation with exterior level of analysis (Okasala, p 78.). This is repeated throughout
both speeches given by Obama and Bush. Obama attempts to gain interest by referencing
events that are large enough to attract the attention of the entire audience.
Will we stand for the human rights of the dissident in Burma, the blogger
in Iran, or the voter in Zimbabwe? Will we give meaning to the words
"never again" in Darfur?
President Obama transcript, p. 3
Bush demonstrates more of a level of explanation combined with interest taken in the
problem. He uses an explanation of the response to September 11th and than explain the
means for which the he has taken and interest and plans to invest in changing it. He
begins his speech with the description of the events and describes (analysis) the ways in
which these emotions are affecting people.
We have seen the state of our union in the endurance of rescuers working
past exhaustion. We've seen the unfurling of flags, the lighting of candles,
the giving of blood, the saying of prayers in English, Hebrew, and Arabic.
We have seen the decency of a loving and giving people who have made
the grief of strangers their own.
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Former President Bush transcript, p. 1
As Bush continues he explains his interest. This was demonstrated before in describing
power of relationships, but the same relationship displays the interest that he as an
individual holds in the problem.
I will not forget the wound to our country and those who inflicted it. I will
not yield, I will not rest, I will not relent in waging this struggle for
freedom and security for the American people.
Former President Bush transcript, p. 7

While the President of a nation in distress has obvious interest in the outcome of the
situation Bush made it appear as though this had become a personal issue. He made it of
his own individual interest.
Western civilization has two ways of approaching human science: (1) it focuses
on specifics rather than generalizations, and (2) how science can best be operated to
maintain political power (Understanding Foucault, p. 65). As a result of these systems
Foucault developed the idea of "biopower" where humans develop ideas that define and
regulate the body and its behavior (Understanding Foucault, p. 64). So by tailoring our
(humans) own scientific inquiry we change the way that we as humans operate. Many
people exist on the idea that they can hold power. This becomes destructive as people
yearn for an entity that cannot be defined and cannot b~ attained. This is why Foucault
would describe Western culture and language as incapable. Our political leaders can
respond to historical events as they see fit, but no matter which way they articulate
language in attempts to spread knowledge and enlightenment, their efforts will never
succeed as long as they continue to view power as a tangible idea to be had and passed
through relationships. Rather power is a strategic game (Understanding Foucault, p. 65)
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Power Structures in Modern Man (in America)

Each speech provided allows a person to try and discover their own identity. We
are all born into a system of symbolism (Racevskis, p.33). Language is a product of the
world in which we are born, and so we do not create it, it is given to us (Racevskis, p.33).
In spite of this language is unique because as we attain it and utilize it, we revolutionize it
(Racevskis, p.33). Speeches exemplify a distinction between the identity and the being of
an individual (Racevskis, p.31). Language allows them to deliver an intended message,
but it does not allow them to identify their own being. They are more concerned with
delivering the symbolism that is structured into their system. Bush and Obama both
deliver a message tuned to the audience with words and structures that would suggest
their own personal input, however they do not aid at all in their individual understanding
of identity.
The pursuit of power is the paradigm that haunts American's and their language.
It is because power cannot be possessed or applied that it becomes inherent (Racevskis,
p.96). It is almost as if each individual becomes consumed with the power they cannot
use language to the fullest of their advantage and become enlightened. To discover truth,
they have to first know to become free of their own confines (Rajchman, p.88). People
have more a focus on material accumulation of power than the developing their own
understanding of the world around them.
Foucault consistently describes Western culture in a negative spotlight, at least in
terms of language ability. He sees American as more consumed with capital than with
knowledge. To this he said that if the accumulation of capital is necessary, so is the
accumulation of knowledge (Foucault, p.165). This is yet another reason that Western
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practices are doomed. The primary reason for most individual's pursuit of knowledge is
for capital gain. Getting an education for Americans is perceived as being the step to
more capital gain, not a necessary step to discovering new levels of knowledge. Foucault
was consumed with enlightenment,

a process for which he deemed the pursuit of

knowledge a driving force.

Conclusions
Foucault had a continuously evolving concept of the world around him. With each
piece of literature he produced he found enlightenment

in a new form. While some

scholars will criticize his opinions and claim them to be contrary, they do not understand
that these ideas are evolving, not conflicting. With each piece of knowledge that Foucault
gained it is apparent
understanding

that this led into inquiry about the next subject. Without

power, knowledge,

language, and relationships

separately, one cannot

even being to comprehend how they are all intertwined and interdependent.
All these elements coexist and assemble together to form one another. Knowledge
is the first element in the process. One must be in search of more complex understanding
to come upon it. It takes the ability to clear one's mind of current perceptions in order to
develop new ones. This introspection can only occur, according to Foucault, through
literature. As he set out to unearth new concepts he found that the best outlet for doing so
was writing. Hence language becomes the next important element. However, on further
inspection language has its own limitations if one is not knowledgeable.

They must

abandon the structure of symbolism that was delivered to them linguistically and discover
their own construction of symbols. While speeches are consistently used as pieces, they
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in no way symbolize enlightened literature. They have agendas and require little to no
introspection and thirst for knowledge.
When one can abandon the classical structures of sentences they can write
literature. They then transcend the rules that really do not exist in language and begin to
assemble symbolic structures of ideas. These ideas maintain relationships to one and
other and within social interactions allow people to decipher their own relationships to
one another. The symbolism of language however is incredibly fluid and leaves room for
change. This change constantly occurs as power forces flow throughout the dialogue and
relationships.
Foucault would say that power and knowledge are centrifugal, "the exercise of
power perpetually creates knowledge and conversely knowledge constantly induces
efforts of power" (Racevskis, p. 97). Writing is also included in this process as an activity
that unfolds rules and eventually leaves them behind (Racevskis, p. 131). It is the key to
discovering new ideas. With literature one can blend the symbolic meanings and
transcend them for new possibilities. Foucault's writings allowed him to identify the
symbolism of the culture he was examining, develop new ideas, and then compare these
ideas for a more knowledgeable conclusion.
Foucault saw Western culture as lacking the ability to achieve this kind of
understanding. It is almost as if he implied that as a culture we are incapable of
questioning ourselves and creating innovations that surpass classical thinking. Once he
describes power it becomes even more apparent that he believed Western culture was
weak. He constantly spoke of it as indefinite, and a concept not to be confined by
structure, but to be constantly evaluated by theory. Western political leaders are
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constantly attempting to gain control of power and direct it. In all fairness, many
politicians do this, but it seems simple to point out in the speech patterns (particularly for
this essay) of American presidents.
In the wake of crisis former President Bush tried to regain the power that had
once been in the hands of Americans and restore the safety that they felt in this. He even
went to the extent of making his speech personal with the term, "I". This is brought up
several times for the symbolism that it offers within context. It shows a personal
affliction to the event where he attempts to hold responsibility and take power. It also
makes it appear as though he has a personal interest (a Western response to crisis). This
was faulty for two reasons: (1) power is an uncontrollable force, and (2) he uses power as
force to be possessed. He attempts to shift power and to hold onto it. According to the
theories of Foucault this would leave a lot of explanation as to why his response to the
events was viewed poorly. Americans did not need him to deal with the uncontrollable
shifting elements (power), it needed him to lead with knowledge and a greater
understanding of the events (enlightenment and knowledge). This would be best
expressed through well articulated language and symbolism.
In a nearly opposite approach, President Obama has a better insight to all these
concepts. When he delivers his speech he speaks of the shifts of power and how
knowledge of these events brings a greater likelihood of success. He expresses the unity
of nations as a driving force and that forgetting the events of history would be
detrimental. Foucault would see this, of almost any Western public figure, as narrowing
in on these ideas in a more educated approach. Foucault sees history as the "only possible
philosophical basis for knowledge" (Okasala, 77). President Obama stresses this
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throughout his speeches. He uses former events as examples of events that need not to be
repeated and understood to evolve upon. This process, while not the literature that
Foucault spoke about, replicates similar processes. President Obama's speech uses
history and knowledge to present current norms.
Foucault played with the idea of social norms and the basis and the first point at
building knowledge. To him norms are considered inherently practical and the process
that we employ these self inflicted regulations effects our experience (Rajchman, 79).
President Obama's speech aims to the personal experience of a diverse audience and then
asks them to evaluate one another's experience to influence something more powerful.
He wants his audience to see that the power of historical events can be influenced, if
properly acknowledged, to shift the power of greater efforts to aid a global population.
Foucault rejected structured approaches to society because he believed they
stunted the knowledge of people. Class was no excuse for not being able to transcend
onto larger ideas. He is more focused on how people form knowledge, a concept not
bound to any societal tier. This process he describes during his interview commentary on
Marx, "[knowledge] that is, of a relations between a determinate subject and a
determinate field of objects, and of grasping it in its historical origin, in that 'movement
of knowledge that renders it possible" (Foucault, p.70). Again, described by President
Obama's speech one needs a full concept of the current reality before they can really
begin to know. Foucault also during this interview expressed the limitations of his own
understanding, "how we might formulate a general conception of the relations between
the constitution of knowledge and the exercise of a power ... .I'm only at the beginning"
(Foucault, p.lS0). This knowledge is where Foucault also began to explain however.
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As a result of the limitations Foucault saw power as something that could only be
explained; "I have never presumed that 'power' was something that could explain
everything

every time I think about the experience lived in contemporary societies,

or about the investigations I have made, I always come up against the question of 'power'
(Foucault, p. 148). In other terms, for Foucault, the search for knowledge is constantly
outlined by forces of power and he attempts to describe them as they are unavoidable.
Power is an omnipresent force in all relationships and language becomes the outlet for
which power is acknowledged.
As Foucault prescribed, it is necessary to address power in any knowledgeable
pursuit. Western culture consistently addresses its public, here through politicians, in
mechanisms that related to, and attempt to dictate power shifts. Here, "power dominates
people, but knowledge - that is, the truth, - sets people free" (Danaher, p.63). If there is
anything for Western forms of communication to learn is that power operates in all
different aspects of society and that it has the ability to move quickly without notice
(Danaher, p.71). This force is unpredictable and uncontainable and as a result structured
procedures dependent on cooperative power structures should be flexible in order to
adjust accordingly.
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